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SPECIALTY HOSES

It is our mission at Crushproof® to provide a complete line of exhaust hose solutions for
every situation, whether out-the-door, under-floor, or overhead and for every vehicle on the
road. So in addition to our original rubber hoses and lightweight overhead hoses we also
offer some specialty products that round out our line. If you have an application that seems
to require something you can't find here or elsewhere in our line, please contact your distributor or us directly. We are always happy to develop new products and solutions.

DYNO HOSE

Crushproof® Dyno hose is 4" x 11' long and is designed for use with dynamometers and in
high performance applications where a crush-proof hose is desired. It will withstand exhaust
temperatures of up to 700⁰F when used with a fan
assisted system. There are two special adapters designed out of the same material; the F475DYNO and
F350DYNO. Both adapters come with a hole in them
for sensors or probes to be inserted during dyno testing. Also works well in many other applications.

ACT400DYNO 4” ID X 11’ LENGTH
F350DYNO
ROUND 3.5" ADAPTER
F475DYNO
OVAL 3" X 6" ADAPTER

SUPERFLEX HOSE

ACT400DYNO

Crushproof® SuperFlex hose has an accordian-like
design that prevents kinking on tight bends and is
great for overhead applications. Our standard adapters will not fit this hose well due to the tight convolution spacing.
ISO 9001

40-20SF		
50-20SF		

4” ID X 12’ LENGTH
5” ID X 8’ LENGH

YA4475D

SUPERFLEX

Crushproof® developed the Y4475D as an oversized
adapter designed to fit twin tailpipe assemblies that
are too large for a traditional adapter. This includes
most 2008 and newer Ford® diesel models. It is NOT
approved for regeneration cycles. We do have hoses
for that purpose in our high-temp fabric and wire line.

40-20		
50-20		

4” ID X 20’ LENGTH
5” ID X 20’ LENGTH

Phone: 800-654-6858 or 419-293-2111
Fax: 419-293-2609
Email: contact49@crushproof.com
Location: 100 North Street McComb, Ohio 45858
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